
Response from Element Agency on board questions from the May meeting 

At the May board meeting, there were a couple of questions from Wayne Donaldson and Dorothy 
Moore around the statistical significance of the phone survey and landlines versus cellphones. Element 
Agency sent the following information shortly after the board meeting, which was provided to 
Donaldson and Moore. We are including it in the board packet materials for another board members 
that might be interested in the information.  

Element Agency: 

• Statistical significance of telephone surveys/results: with Hays Research group, we determined
that the collective population of the identified communities was 37,535 and a sample size of
n=315 would have an overall margin of error of +/- 5.5%. Hays Research worked with a quota of
50/50 cellphones vs. landlines in bigger towns and whatever they could get in smaller
communities.

o Additional information provided by PWSRCAC staff Brooke Taylor: To provide greater
context, when we formerly did phone surveys with Ivan Moore Research (last survey
conducted in 2011), they did a sample size of 500, with a maximum margin of error of
+/-4.4% at 95% confidence. I have done some additional online research about
statistical significance and found that Element’s numbers are accurate for a confidence
level of 95% as well, and their other figures do match with the results of multiple sample
size calculators I found. If anyone is interested, I’m happy to share links to the sites I
reviewed in looking into this.

• Census area information: We selected communities clearly within the PWSRCAC mission
boundaries. PWSRCAC staff were able to help us cull the list as well. We were able to pull rich
regional data for each census area and community level for 2015. However, we did not have
immediate and easy access to community level data for 1990. As a result, we used entire census
areas in conducting our research and analysis.
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